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“You are mine. I am yours. And it's going to be like that for the rest of our lives.” 

Taken at age eight, Grace Salva withstood torture and pain. Silent for nearly ten years, she is yet to find her voice

again when a one night’s chaos allows her to escape only to end up in the strong arms of a dangerously beautiful

Alpha.

From the moment James sees her, both the wolf and the man are keen to claim her. But James knows better, he needs

to convince her that he is nothing like the savage rogues that exploited her, he has to gain Grace’s trust, and for him

to do that, he needs to know more about her.

But how hard can it be to hear and understand her silence?

Scared and untrusting at first, Grace finally learns what it means to be the mate of her strapping yet gentle savior

while battling with her own insecurities and fear of the new normal that is completely different from the horrifying

life she once lived. 

James gives Grace more than a sanctuary for her to heal her wounds and recover; he has given her a home, hope, and a

chance to start anew.

But in his pursuit to uncover Grace’s mystery, will James push too far and bring back a painful past and lead her to
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the very monster who tormented his mate? Can Grace trust James with her life even after the betrayal of someone

she considered as family?

Follow James and Grace’s journey to overcome the demons of the past and the danger of the future to get a secondFollow James and Grace’s journey to overcome the demons of the past and the danger of the future to get a second

shot at life…and love. Grab a copy now!shot at life…and love. Grab a copy now!
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